Care Pathway Presentation Criteria

Care Pathway Presentation Requirements:

Suggested presentation formats may include (but is not limited to):

- Power point
- Hand outs
- Verbal presentation
- Poster
- Pamphlets
- Prezi

The presentation and formal evaluations may be included in your PDRP portfolio as supporting evidence of meeting your registered nurse competencies. This is optional. If you require YouTube or equivalent you must let the facilitator of the day know as this has to be organised. **Please provide a printed reference list to give to the assessors on the day.**

Length of presentation:

- 12 minutes presentation, followed by 3 minutes question/answer time (15 minutes total)
- Timing is noted. It is important that you practise to make sure you are within the time limit. We will let you know when you reach 10 minutes within your presentation and you will be asked to stop presenting at 12 minutes. You will then have 3 minutes allocated for questioning and you will be asked to stop this at 3 minutes also if needed. The rationale for this is so that we get through all presentations within the allocated study day timeframe.

**Note:** Please upload the completed consent form to the HealthLearn NetP site, prior to gathering information from the person, as outlined on the HealthLearn NetP site.

You must obtain 60% to pass the Care Pathway presentation.

If you receive less than 60% you will represent your Care Pathway, but will not achieve a grade higher than 60% on the resubmitted work. If you are unsuccessful on your resubmit you will be placed on the remedial assistance pathway.

The Care Pathway presentation criteria being assessed follows over the page:
Assessment Criteria:

NetP RN Name: ____________________________________________

Topic Title: ____________________________________________

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Outlined at beginning of presentation:</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>□ Presenter’s name</td>
<td>□ Topic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>□ Learning Aims/ Objectives of the teaching</td>
<td>□ Confirmation of confidentiality</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1.0 Uses holistic nursing assessment to present Care Pathway:

1.1 Contributing factors, and/or past medical history, relevant to presenting complaint or condition, are identified 15%

1.2 Person’s lifestyle factors related to illness (as relevant) are identified

1.3 Mental, physical, social, spiritual, cultural, developmental factors are clearly identified and related to the person

2.0 Reviews the pathophysiology of the altered health state, diagnostics and treatments relating this to the person 15%

3.0 Outlines person-centred care goals and interventions for the person and whanau, incorporating the Treaty of Waitangi and Cultural Safety as they apply to the person: 20%

4.0 Evaluates the persons progress in relation to the previously identified goals and interventions, linking this to their overall health outcomes: 20%
5.0 Reflects how caring for the patient/client and whanau impacted on your development:
   5.1 Outline positive aspects and challenges of the care process
   5.2 Demonstrates understanding of your impact on the patient journey
   5.3 Highlights reflection on practice
   5.4 Discusses opportunities for further development and consolidation of practice

6.0 Evidence-based practice
   6.1 Acknowledges or identifies a policy, guideline or procedure that is relevant to the presenting complaint
   6.2 Evidence of linking Care Pathway with evidence-based practice, supported by research articles and reference list is supplied using APA Style 6th Ed

Overall Comment

PASS / NOT YET ACHIEVED (circle) | Final Mark %
--- | ---

Assessor Name (print):

Signature:

Date: